Guide to
Online access to Nature, the international journal of science
Nature is the world’s foremost international weekly scientific journal and is the flagship journal for Nature Publishing
Group (NPG). Nature publishes the finest peer-reviewed research in all fields of science and technology on the basis of
its originality, importance, interdisciplinary interest, timeliness, accessibility, elegance and surprising conclusions.
Nature provides timely, hard-hitting, insightful and arresting news and interpretation to all readers who require the best
possible perspective of the scientific world. Our social networking sites also offer users the chance to continue the
debate initiated within the pages of Nature.

Make the most from your online access to Nature – a quick snapshot of the
content on www.nature.com/nature
•a
 news carousel making it easy to browse the latest daily news,
features and opinion pieces – updated as and when news goes live
•a
 research article landing page allowing readers to browse Nature
articles by subject or article type
•a
 News & Comment page, which includes news, news features,
the news blog, editorials and opinion
•O
 nline Specials – recent topics include the Expoplanets Special,
Vaccines and The Future of the PhD
•S
 upplements – Outlooks, Insights, Technology Features,
Collections, Regional Reports and Custom Publications
• the Nature Podcast a weekly show highlighting content from that
week’s edition of Nature including interviews with the people behind
the science, and in-depth commentary and analysis from journalists
covering science around the world
•N
 ature’s online video where for selected articles and letters Nature
presents streaming videos featuring interviews with scientists behind
the research and analysis from Nature editors

The History of the Journal Nature
For a taste of the Nature archive visit ‘The History of the Journal
Nature’, with free highlights of the breakthrough research published
in Nature in the form of timelines, videos, essays and a journal club:
www.nature.com/nature/history
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